Spectroelectrochemical reflection studies of gold nano-rod array membrane.
Gold nano-rod array membranes (Au-NRM) were prepared by modification of the template method. A simple two-electrode device was assembled by holding an electrolyte solution between the Au-NRM and a transparent electrode. Small reflectance changes (less than 2%) in the visible band were induced on the Au-NRM surface by applying a DC voltage to the device. These changes could be visually observed. It was found based on a further evaluation that the reflectance changes responded very fast (less than 100 ms) to the DC voltage application, and were stable during the switching repetition (over 5000 times). When the cyclic scanning of the applied voltage to the device was carried out between -1.5 V and +1.5 V, the reflectance changes were increased over +1.0 V (-1.0 V). It was suggested from these experimental results that the reflectance changes were attributed to the surface oxidation and the deformation or mechanical motion of the Au nano-rod.